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ZI have received some more CDs from the archives and am enclosing copies of 
PRT a Px + ox Shh tens 5 a oe enh aes TS. a ay Saas Py 

FSI reports on interviews with Julia Postal, Johnny Calvin Brewer, narod suscei. 
f 3 ann kB Tay Tos ee ee PP one TC ‘ esom wing so do Tm, py 

ohne lato}, and Ray Rushing. I have copied these for you because taney olvucr 
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contain information waich is new to mo, or they reinforce points aireacy macae in 
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Postal leaves iivtic coubt bncs tac posice Were alruver Yowalc, how yguse Se 

syen S . {1 im - YTATe ° Need % bn 2. ~< & FS Ct -t e ? as - rs) 

suspect," and for the JFE shooting, not just the Tippit shooting, regarciess oO. 
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mat the WR states on these points. 

We, Temas any my Per om Pin ty biped hy Po yy aa TIC Lh ee » ie "Re bie > As to Me. Evssolle his fear of being murdered was a Littic preneture but 
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not entirely unjustified (see Accossories)}. 
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fm “im, om ery om adm Sesen mes tino, TIS ~ ee Ls, be 22 ¢ ‘ eS rks 

that anyone in lexas =e in the USA was unable G, on L/2/ 61, to identivy a prose 
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of Jack fol saybe the FBI is stupid enough to let iv go at thaw » or maybe 
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the agonts wers so imopt in tac use of Snglicn GS LO Say wane they Gie wen vac} 
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intendec to say that Rushing covld not identify the person im the photo as tac 
pe 2 < 
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man om va xe Cueva toreein which caso, way did they not show hucaing une sive avop 
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Now su ibjects In the FBI tables of contents, uncer “Cb 597," there is a 
Se . c? = » ‘ CI Be. om che Fay op fem Mess aa 9 Fo ag ot fT To ory 

a Otlng which refers to the name “Gandy” appearing im Oswolc'sS accress book. 
Xs o 4 3 dle Bn oo 2 Se yD. ry ae 3 ‘ q j fe vt I have re-examined the address book (CE 18) carefully, without locating the 
allie Ty 4p ns Ve Pee } VWI om - on, te oo hs Ww DP 

aileged entry "Gandy." Did you have occasion to lock imto this? if sco, 
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can you indicate just where in the address book I can fine the entry? 
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I am interested in this as a possible indication thet there have been 
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omissions or excisions in CB 16 as pubiished. 

I have also obtained from the Archives (but am not enclosing because of 

bulk) pages 210-222 of CD 12,5, dealing with the theories and information 

provided by Arch Kimbrough of Dallas, a "eritic" of the WR who is epparent ly 

se terms with Harold Weisberg and Bad Fensterwald and who has sometimes 

éroppsd me a line or telephoned. He bas a very elaborate hypothesis of 

contiguity, for which I need only say that Garrison is also a practitioner 

e-realiy far-fetched, fanciful, and irrelevant. hat is amising is that 

pnb ene ie claimed to be convinced that the mainspring of the assassination 

was a Cuban/Castro~inspired conspiracy, and then proceeded to predicate 

& aeHiewatdc contiguity thesis which depended largely on known neo-Nazis 

end right-wing ultras. It does not speak too well for Kimbrough's power r 
of reasoning or his deductive abilities. 

Don't feel obliged to reply to the sermon I sent you re the completion of 

your ms. It is Tee none of my business to raise such questions and that i 

did so is an indication of my intense desire for a new lease on life for cur 

side. However, I ibe that you will write as soon as you can on these 
a] enclosed coe as wel ak as the Givens material and any other evicenciary questions. 
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